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New at Summit Racing Equipment: Trailer Gear to Safely Transport Race
Cars and Other Vehicles

Race cars, classic cars, and off road-only vehicles are usually trailered to and from races and
events. Summit Racing offers the latest gear to help racers and car owners secure their
valuable vehicles for safe transporting.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) February 19, 2016 -- Race cars, classic cars, and off road-only vehicles are usually
trailered to and from races and events. Summit Racing offers the latest gear to help racers and car owners
secure their valuable vehicles for safe transporting.

Mac's Chassis Stabilizers and Net Drag Packs
Mac’s Chassis Stabilizers are designed to limit unwanted chassis flex caused by a bouncing trailer. After
loading the car, simply slide the stabilizer under the most flexible point of the chassis and inflate. The stabilizer
will support some of the weight of the racecar and minimize the vibration, bounce, and shock caused by rough
roads. Designed specifically to fit large drag slicks, Mac’s Rear Net Drag Packs wrap tightly around each rear
wheel and secure to floor mounted D-rings to prevent the car from moving on the trailer.

Race Ramps Trailer Ramps
Race Ramps Trailer Ramps mitigate the headache of loading a low vehicle by decreasing the trailer’s approach
angle to as little as four degrees. They’re an absolute must-have for vehicles with an exceptionally low ride
height or a low front lip spoiler. Sturdy and lightweight, the ramps are made from foam material similar to that
used on the Space Shuttle.

Summit Racing Tie-Down and Axle Strap Pro Pack
Summit Racing's y Vehicle Tie-Down and Axle Strap Pro Pack that has everything needed to secure a vehicle
to a trailer. The ratcheting tie-down straps are 2 inches wide and 8 feet long, and have a break strength of
10,000 pounds. The Pro Pack also comes with four axle straps. Each strap has a durable sleeve to protect both
the strap and the finish on the axle tube.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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